Painting: Seen or Obscene
by CATHY BALL JE N SE N
You m ay or m ay not
recall th e incident a few
w e e k s back about a p aint
in g th at had been done as
an assign m en t and d is
played in th e first floor
gallery. It is rum ored that
the painting w a s o f an ob
scen e nature. The painting
w a s quickly rem oved. In
order to clear up w h at
happened, and hopefully
fin alize discu ssion o f it, w e
talked to Mr. M arshall,
president o f the college,
and Mr. A llen, chairm an o f
the Art D ept,

“It is my impression,” Dr.
Marshall responded, “that an
assignment was given to do a
piece of art for some particular
reason. I believe that the
Chairman of the Art Dept,
asked the department member
responsible to remove it. That
order was not given in my
name.”
Dr. Marshall indicated that
he would have handled the
situation differently. “Had I
been the professor, under no
circumstances would I have
removed it. Speaking as a
private individual and not as a
president, it was produced as
an assignment and had as

much right to be up there as
others made for the assign
ment.”
Reactions by elements in the
staff and faculty, according to
Mr. Allen, were strongly
against it being on public
display. “It was evident that
the drawing was offensive,”
said Mr. Allen. “There’d be
little disagreement that the
drawing was naive, in poor
taste.”
Mr. Allen pointed out the
difference between dealing
with human sexuality serious
ly, and making a drawing to
elicit snickers, as the drawing
in question seemed to do.
He continued, “I let the
teacher know that this kind of
thing was offensive to others. I
suggested that perhaps it
would be better it it was not
displayed. We wouldn’t say
something is bad because of
the subject it dealt with.
There’s just a certain audience
that it can be shown in front of.
“In other words, It’s simply
this — should that piece of
work have been put on public
display? The way the subject
m a tte r w as used w as
questionable. We have open
houses, parents looking in the
gallery who are thinking of
having their children go here. I

look at erotic films but I
wouldn’t go along with projec
ting them on the wall.”
How necessary was the
removal of the painting? What
kind of inferences can be made
because of this action?
“Taking down the painting
goes against the nature of this
business. Someone said the
piece was in bad taste,” com
mented Dr. Marshall. “I don’t
know if it was, but even so,
there’s a place for bad taste
juxtaposed to good taste.”
Mr. Allen holds a different
view. “The first thing th at’s
not straight is who removed
the drawing. It wasn’t me. The
chairman’s position is a rough
ope. You’re essentially respon
sible for all the instructional
things that happen.
“Traditionally
speaking,
anyone who walks down the
hall assumes that the faculty
think these are outstanding
works on the wall. You have to
think of who you are going to
reach. If I judged a show I
wouldn’t pick one bad one to
show how the others are good.”
So the painting incident
seems to be another case of
m is u n d e rs ta n d in g .
Dr.
Marshall believes that this
kind of censorship is serious.
Mr. Allen does not view it as

censorship but as a case of
what goes on public display.
Mr. Allen responded, “Never,
never, never will there be a
limit to what thev in the dept,
can produce or debate or dis
cuss in the classroom, but
things aren’t thrown out into
public immediately. In my
mind this is a matter of in
discretion on choosing when
and where to display the pain
ting and the inability of the
teacher who removed it to
explain it properly to those

concerned.
“We now have a picture on
display of erotic nature,” con
tinued Mr. Allen, “but in a less
jocular manner. It is less likely
to offend people’s dignity.
Until we find a way of making
such a thing a teaching ex
perience, we have to act as we
did. Otherwise it would be
detrimental to our department.
It is a rough decision, to say
something cr not to say
something. I felt I should.”

Awards Presented at Convocation
Dean of Academic Affairs,
Miss Patricia Curtis presented
Diane Klein with the Out
standing Senior Medical
Record Student Award on
behalf of the Medical Record
Association, Inc. Miss Curtis
a n n o u n ce d
s c h o la rs h ip
aw ards to the following
students: Medical techni
cians, Sue Ann Hartwick and
Cheryl Facer and winners of
the Western New York Branch
of American Pen Women
Scholarship Award Michael
Farley and Marie Fortuna.

Sue Bennett, Chairman of he
Student Governing Board
publicly cited the following
students for their service to
others: Phi Beta Gamma
Fraternity for raising $250 for
American Diabetes Associa
tion; Jane Stebbins and
Michael Ruiz for raising $900
to benefit the Multiple'Scler
osis Foundation, Diane Sutter
and Diana Muscante, Chair
men for the Red Cross Blood
Drive, and to the Student
Association for raising $103.72
for the American Cancer Socie
ty.

Mental Health Experts Say American Youth on Big Bummer
(CPS)— I ve got a good job,
i
successful and I want to
kill myself,” a disturbed young
person tells Dr. Leonard
Bachelis, director of New
York s Behavior Therapy
Center. “Life doesn’t mean
anything.”
That person is not alone.
Mental health problems, par
ticularly depression, dis
illusionm ent, frustration,
alienation and anxiety are
hau n tin g young, college
educated people under 30 these
days in numbers greater than
ever before, mental health
experts all across the nation
report.
Men, women, blacks and
whites are all being stung by
these afflictions, experts say.
The reasons, all agree, are
complex and many, but dis
illusionment with politics,
problems with the job market,
confusion over changing sex
roles and general dissatisfac
tion with “The American
Dream” are mentioned by
psychiatrists and counselors
most often.
Experts are quick to point
out that many young people
are living normal, healthy

lives with no signs of
emotional disturbances. But
the number of people under 30
seeking professional mental
health care has increased so
much in recent years that
specialists say the trend is
significant and that it worries
them.
Dr. Robert Brown, a psy
chiatrist in Virginia, found in
a study that about one third of
the young people he examined
were “very depressed much of
the time.” A Pennsylvania
psychiatrist estimates that 50
to 75 percent of today’s mental
h o s p ita l p a t ie n ts are
adolescents and young adults.
In Seattle, psychologist Karol
Marshall says many of the
young people she sees have a
sense of “despair.”
Why so much depression
among the young? “They are
threatened by the future,” Dr.
Edward Stanbrook told The
New York Times. “They see
the possibility of not having
jobs, not having a lot of things
their parents took for granted.
They see the possibility of not
haying an adequate role in
society,” Dr. Stanbrook added.
“They can’t get the job they

want,” psychologist Marshall
explains. “They have a sense
of helplessness, directionless
ness, and purposelessness,
and this deteriorates into
depression.”
_
... .
A survey of mental health
experts in 14 cities by The
Times found that emotional
problems were most acute
among young people who had
rebelled or “dropped out” of
society during the 1960s. These
people are turning up on psy
chiatrists’ couches most fre
quently, and they are taking to
alcoholism, drugs, suicide and
religious and astrological cults
more than their peers who
opted for more of a straight life
in recent years, experts say.
According to psychiatrists,
these rebels are messed up
because they failed to fulfill
many of their expectations of
the past decade.
An example of this group is
ex-vippie leader Jerry Rubin.
Rubin, 37, was one of the
craziest of the crazies during
the sixties who once urged
teenagers to “ kill their
parents.” Today Rubin is a
mellowed-out author who has
gone through drugs, yoga,
acupuncture,
rolfing,

bioenergetics, Reichian
th e ra p y , EST, psychic
therapy, Arica, jogging,
vitamins and natural foods.
He has just written a book
telling all about it entitled
“Growing (Up) at ThirtySeven.”

rebelled or “dropped out.”
Ironically, the tact that these
students have stayed within
the system makes them feel
that the system is betraying
them when they look towards
graduation and see a bleak,
empty job market.

Many experts say easy
parents led many youths down
the path to the couch. “To put it
in simplistic, laymen’s terms,”
says a California psychiatrist,
“a lot of these kids were led to
believe the world- would be
handed to them on a silver
platter. They got spoiled by
permissive parents and aren’t
prepared for a cruel world.”

This year, over 250 students
will take their own lives and
another 750 will try to. Suicide
is currently the biggest cam
pus killer next to accidental
death. The National Center for
Health Statistics reports that
the suicide rate for people aged
20 to 24 leaped from 8.9 per
100,000 persons in 1965 to 15.1
per 100,000 in 1974. For the 25
to 49 age bracket, the rate
jumped from 11.3 per 100,000
to 15.9.

Noted Harvard professor
David Riesman agrees. “This
generation of students are the
first to be raised by permissive,
professional parents,” he says.
“They’ve told these youngsters
that the idea is to be happy, to
be fulfilled.” But Riesman
adds, “you achieve happiness
because of what you are doing
or have done, not because you
wish to be happy.”
On campus' itself, college
counselors are finding dis
illusionment welling up in
many students who nave not

Again, the reasons, accor
ding of campus shrinks, are
shot-down dreams. “College is
a ruthless gardener,” com
ments a UCLA social worker.
“When a student realizes that
his dreams may not bear fruit,
that he can’t be a great writer,
lawyer, doctor or accomplish
great social change, then there
is a sudden sense of failure,
stressful fear of disappointing
one’s parents.”
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Here I Am
by MARK R. HARDY

Dear Editor:
I am an artist. My life is devoted to Art and this is how I
chose to express myself. If the ability to express myself is
taken away, I am D E A D .
The expression of one’s self cannot only be relayed through
Art but also through the physical body. A person’s eyes,
mouth, and hands are their physical means of relating their
inner thoughts to the outer world. The seizure of these
physical tools of expression result in the termination of a
person’s life.
Many responsive students chose Art as their form of
expression and communication. Their goal is to create a work
of Art that will stimulate a response from the viewer either
ositive or negative. If ah Art piece stimulates any reaction
■om the public, it is considered good. What the actual
stimulation means, doesn’t matter. Whether the individual
comments about an Art piece are favorable or not, they only
reflect one (1) person’s opinion or interpretation of that ex
pression. The reflection of ones’ own judgment should not
become the overall factor in determining the successfulness of
a piece.
*
In Freshman drawing and design courses, art students are
taught to take certain subject matter and interpret it in their
oym Way. The personalization of this idea gives meaning to
this Art piece and creates an intangible element that brings
success to this work. Any material such as paint, clay, pencil,
or collage is at the artistrs disposal to use in transforming this
idea into an expression of them. The artist incprporateç-the
old subject matter into a new setting but the viewér also has to
perform this transition mentally. If the viewer cannot make
the mental transition, then he is at a loss because he is not
capable of opénly judging the Successfulness of an art work.
Everything has a positive atid a negative side but R is up to
the viewer to conclude which side he agrées with. That is his
freedom to believe what he wishes but this doesn’t reflect the
opinion of the entire* viewing audience.
^ - **** "
The freedom of expression or speech is given to all American
people no matter what their opinion is about. Everyone has
the equal right to air their own view but the outcome should be
agreed upon by a majority not a minority. Expression of one’s
self is a valuable factor in anyone’s life, but if that factor
doesn’t exist, you’ve become a shell of society!

For a long time I’ve felt I
should gather all my thoughts,
throw them into one large pot
and boil off all of which \fall
boil off much the same as the
process which turns maple sap
into syrup. I’d be left with a
residual mass; the sludge, of
my being; the essence of my
Self. I wonder what it would
look like? I supposed th at’s a
ridiculous question. But then
again,« what else do I have to
base my existence on but
things I can see and things I
,can touch? Yoqr basic
materialist. Here I am.
But then again, I say again,
if it weren’t for the things
which cannot be seen and in a
physical sense cannot be felt,
there would be nothing to see
or touch. I am speaking of

thoughts and the act of think importance of what I am about
ing.
to say.
Thoughts must be con
sidered the oddest of all
phenomenon for without them
we would never be able to
perceive all those things which
we think of as strange. Why,
we wouldn’t even know we
(exist?)! Interesting.
Now this brings me to a
question. (This is what’s been
cooking in the pot all this
time). A question. Hey, Plato
hold on to your hemorrhoids.
This is it. The one you’ve all
been waiting for! It’s Earthshattering!!
Well.. . maybe not quite that
big but I broke my pencil twice
while writing it. I find it
difficult to come up with an
introductory sentence which
will impress upon you the

so . . . b u t . . . and . . . here it is!
What existed first: those
things (matter) from which
thoughts have grown to
perceive that which they grew
from OR thoughts by which
those things (matter) are
perceived and without which
they could not exist??
That’s heavy. Fmean really.
I get chills just thinking about
it. Your basic existentialist.
Here I am.
I could probably rattle on
and on bringing into play all
the variant aspects of both
sides of the discussion and
simply fill line after line but I
won’t. All I do is get frustrated
and all workfed up and I end up
breaking piy penc

P

An Expressionistic Artist
Note: The pronoun used in some sentences above (he) is meant
in the sense of both man and woman.
Dear Editor:
I am sure that you receive many letters from inmates here at
Attica. However, I am hoping that your generosity and kind
nature will afford me the honor of having my letter published
in your very interesting and educational newspaper — the
“Ascent.” The following is what I’d like you to publish:
To all the beautiful, charming, and sincere ladies that
attend Rosary Hill College — inmate at Attica would
appreciate corresponding with you. My name is Charles
Hughes #75C666, I’m 5’ 11, 178 lbs., college student, brown
eyes and black hair, and would write all between the ages of 18
to 40. All replies to this ad will be answered. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Charles Hughes 75C666
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p ie Army offers college sophomores the
opportiiinity to earn an officer’s commission in two
years. The deadline for this year’s class is soon.
Apply now and once you are accepted for
the special two year program, you attend a six
weeks’ summer camp, for which you’ll be paid
approximately $500. And that’s not all. You may
find yourself in the best physical condition you’ve
ever been in .,
; v Then back to college and the Army ROTC
Advanced Course in the rail. If you’ve done
-exceptionally well at camp, you may be heading
back to college with a full two-year scholarship.

LastCall
tora 19yearold
RosarvIIill
Sophomore
to become a
21yearold
Army Officer.
For the next two years, you learn what it
takes to be an Army-officer. You get the kind of
management and leadership experience that will
be an asset to you in any career, military or
civilian. You will earn an extra $100 a month up
to 20 months. And when you graduate, you will
have earned your college degree along with the
gold bars of an Army officer.

(lfll) Hie A m y ROTC Two-lfear Program
If this is the kind of challenge you are
looking for, you are the kind of student we are
looking for.
Call Jim McNicholas 883-7000, Ext. 234
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The Catholic Worker
by MARIE FORTUNA

B o r n in T h e G r e a t
D epression , the Catholic
Worker M ovem ent is alive
and w e ll and th rivin g in
m ore than 40 houses o f
h o s p i t a l i t y ,. f a r m i n g
communities, and Chris
tian communes, here and in
Canada. S ister A lberta
W ilkes, a R o s a r y Hi l l
volunteer w ho atten ded
N o vitia te classes a t Clare
Hall, w o rk ed in M ary house
in N ew York C ity fo r a
month.' I f you*re thinking
o f finding yo u rself through
voluntary p o v e r ty this
summer and w a n t to w o rk
there, th e closest house o f
h ospitality is M aranatha
House, 2115 10th Street,
N iagara Falls, N. Y. The
A s c e n t sp o k e w i t h a
w o rk er a t the M arantha
House.
Brrrrmnnnnnng. A man
picked up the phone and said,
“Hello, this is Charlie Brown.
Oh sure, we’d be glad to have
volunteer workers from
Rosary Hill. I’m a volunteer
myself. Reason I can do it is I
work the midnight shift. A
couple of students from
Canisius come here weekends,
but nobody wants to give up all
their weekends. No pay. It’s
strictly volunteer, but workers
can live in.”
Voluntary poverty, living
with the people you serve is
part of the Catholic Worker
philosophy. “People who need
a place to sleep can come here;
We get them all up and dressed
and out bv 9 a.m. though,”
Brown explained. “We reopen
for a 1 p.m. meal. Leftovers
usually. Or if there aren’t any,
peanut butter sandwiches. We
serve a hot meal at 5:30 p.m.”
“If somebody from Rosary
Hill wants to come out, tell
them come look us over, but
call first. Sometimes nobody is
here mornings. Call Father
Schuster at 284-6054 or 2825834,” said Charlie. “There’s
Catholic Worker houses in
Syracuse and Rochester, too.”
New York City has 2
Catholic Worker houses of
hospitality near the Bowery,
Joseph House and Maryhouse.
By letter and telephone inter
view, Sister Alberta Wilkes,
now in Columbus, Ohio tells
what it was like to work at
Maryhouse:
“You’re in the Big Apple. . .
and without a dime. If you find
your way to M anhatten’s
lower east side and come to
Joseph House or Maryhouse
you can find food, clothing,
shelter and a supportive com
munity for persons who don’t
fit into categories established
by social service agencies.”
Persons who come for help
may include persons waiting
for the paper work to go
through channels before they
can pick up their unemploy
ment compensation or a
welfare check. Or “the retard
ed adult, the traveler who was
robbed, the drifter, the elderly,
and the mentally ill,” Sister
A lberta
writes.
“ At
Maryhouse, where I shared a

room with Sister Ann and
Kathy, a former teacher, a core
group of 8 workers assisted the
30 women sheltered at one
time.”
“Among the Workers, Mary,
age 20, was taking a semester
off from college to cook the
breakfast oatmeal, answer the
doorbell, interview people
seeking a bed for the night,
and speak tactfully to those
who needed a reminder to
“move on,” Sister Alberta_said
in her letter.
“I purposely did not take
ictures. That would have
een like putting someone on
display. But if you look into a
book on the Catholic Worker
Movement, you’ll see pictures
that give you an idea. The
pictures may be old, but 'some
things don’t change very
much,” she said on the phone.
“They are all beautiful people
though they may not fit into a
pattern you are familiar with. I
was most impressed with a
Good Shepherd Sister in her
50s who lives at the Worker,
and because she knows so
much about New York City
and what resources to tap,
she’s very successfully helping
the ‘shopping bag ladies’.
“Dorothy Day, co-founder of
the Catholic' Worker Move
ment named them ‘shopping
bag ladies.’ They keep all their
possessions in a shopping bag.
They have no regular place to
live. They sleep where ever
thev can. Ages? They look old,
perhaps older than they ac?
tually are. Their lives have
been so hard. They may be 40
and look 50. It’s hard to tell
their ages.”
Sister Alberta’s first reac
tion was a lot like any one’s
would be. It was kind of a
culture shock. “The hardest
thing that challenges me as a
person is to suspend judge
ment. How accepting am I if I
see a person getting help who
you feel is taking advantage? I
come from a working class
background, where people are
^used to people making it on
their own. There I was meeting
people who through no fault of
th eir own are suffering
psychologically and phy
sically: People more often than
not with very different value
u n e ot a series ot draw ings by b n tz Eichenberg, one o f the great m odern m asters of
systems and backgrounds w ood
en gravin g and lithography, m ade for The C atholic Worker new spaper. E ichenberg
than the Workers.”
born in Germ any, em igrated to the U nited S tates in 1933.
Who are the Workers? Alberta and other workers had
Robert Coles wrote a book
ples”
There’s a former seminarian,
the opportunity to be together about the Catholic Worker
an actor, two artists, a former with her at least one evening at Movement. In “A Spectacle
For Maurin and Dorothy
newsman, “a young man
Maryhouse. Dorothy Day men Unto The World,” Coles
Day, writing and political
participating in a program to tioned many things, Sister writes, “Dorothy Day and
action were part of a larger
halt alcoholism,” writes Sister Alberta wrote, among them “ Peter Maurin founded a
kind of life. Coles writes,
A lberta. And tem porary
pacificism, saying that Christ political and social movement
“Dorothy Day places great
volunteers, students, Coast lived in an occupied country to fight against a world in
importance on BECOMING.
Guard wives, a Capuchin
and yet did not actively retal which man has become a
People not only stand for this
priest, “give a few hours a
iate against the enemy.”
digit.” Coles calls them “Re
or for that and live in such and
week to wa§h dishes in the
formist with loyalty to men
such a way. But we have
soup kitchen, serve food, or
Voluntary poverty. Peter like Martin Luther King, Cesar
within us a whole range of
paint chairs. They serve the
Maurin, co-founder of the Chavez,” but then he goes on
possibilities or potentialities,
200 men who seek bread and
Catholic Worker Movement to explain what makes this
often unacknowledged, even
soup daily at Joseph House.
believed in accepting poverty. movement different from other
unknown. Given a chance for
They fold and label The
He believed it was a liberating social-reformist groups. Coles
expression, they might emerge
Catholic Worker paper. Some
force. Not the fact of poverty says, “Unfailing concern for
and make us different.”
91,000 copies are published
but the acceptance that is. ordinary working men and
bimonthly. You can find issues
Dorothy fought poverty when women, matched by an equally
Peter Maurin summed up the
of it in the Marian Library
she was young, but for the past emphatic involvement in the
scene, “The Catholic Worker
periodicals room.”
40 years has accepted it as a life they live. Non-elitist, I
believes in creating a new
lifestyle that frees. It’s not for suppose one could say. No
society within the shell of the
Dorothy Day, in her 70s, still
everyone. But if your thinking -elaborate proposals are hand
old with the philosophy of the
lectures and still participates
of finding yourself this ed down from on high to be
new. . .”
in panel discussions. Sister
summer, this might be a way. implemented ‘by other peo
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Syracuse Social Work Conference Report
by Marie Fortuna

Sister Ju d ith Fenyvesi
represented Rosary Hill at the
recent New York State con
ference at Syracuse, “It was a
good experience,” Sister
Judith reflected, “because it
showed what happens in other
schools. We found we all had
similar concerns about courses
and field experience.”
“The lectures opened up
other alternatives tor course
work and field work,” Sister
Judith continued, “and for
gaining more acceptance for
our graduates. There is a
general feeling that the B.S.W.
degree is just coming to be
accepted.”
Significantly more students
participated in this years con
ference. Forty students came
from R.I.T. alone. Last years
issues centered around the
struggle to define what each
level, the A.A., B.S.W. and the
graduate degree education
should provide. Last year the
effort was directed toward
establishing standards for
quality and quantity of educa
tion. But even then the break
ages in the links from school to

agency to job were showing.
Educators complained that
Civil Service Exams were not
measuring the skills needed
for social work jobs; a student
well prepared to handle the job
competently could still do
poorly on the exam. Converse
ly, an applicant might do well
on the exam, but what the
exam measures is not what he
needs to know to function well
on the job.
This year the concern, es
pecially among students was
jobs. And field experience. For
some students agency-school
relationships had not been
successful. Complaints includ
ed not getting good supervi
sion at the agency, lack of
communication and super
vision between school and
agency, getting placement in
only ONE agency. A Syracuse
U. student complained, “The
grad students get more super
vision. Undergraduates are
discriminated against.” and
an A.A. program student ob
jected to the kind of field work
she was assigned. She said,
“the agency wanted me to feed
and toilet train patients.” j

THE GRADUATE - A Handbook for Leaving School - FREE
copies of the rfandbook will be distributed to all graduating sen
iors by the Alumni Association as a part of a young alumni ser
vice program.
The 1976 issue of THE GRADUATEincludes information on car
eers, job hunting, and life styles as well as other articles designed
to prepare seniors for life after college,.
Pick-up your free copy at the Alumni Office - DS 108 during re
gular office hours.

The more I listened, the more
I realized how useful my own
field experiences were. My
field advisor kept in close
contact with the Town of
Amherst Senior. My agency
supervisor had a • Masters
degree (that’s a must at this
school) and she was very avail
able. I was given responsi
bility for clients. My duties
ranged from case work, to case
finding. When I set up a unit of
the CARE Project, I had to
develop many new skills. Had
to locate and persuade shut in
elders that they wanted to take
a chance on teen volunteers. I
had to recruit and help train
the teens. After matching
them up with the most suit
able of the elders, I accompan
ied them on their first visits to
their elder person, and I
provided follow up.
In the student caucus jobs
were the issue again. Students
had two reactions. Some blam
ed social work education for
not providing' what they felt
were job getting skills, not
knowing in advance where
jobs would be. Others said
“Politics dominate social
welfare. We have cutbacks,

less services to the poor and
less jobs for us.’*
Later at a Realities of thé
Jo b M ar k et workshop,
students were packed into the
room like nails into a keg. The
experts offered job getting
advice. For the most part the
private sector experts said get
political, push the legislators,
while the government experts
suggested jobs are more likely
to he founa in voluntary agen
cies.
John McKenna, Director of
the Office of Manpower
management and Develop
ment for N.Y. State Depart
ment of Social Services said,
“The government has lagged.
In the New York State service
itself we have no means by
which to hire the 2 year, A.A.
degree person. Social workers
at the B.A. level have to
compete w ith all B.A.
applicants whether their B.A.
is in Math or English.”
James Satterwhite, director
of Job Development for New
York City’s . Social Service
Department advised students
that in “five years as the de

institutional process continues
and more adult and child
clients are sent into their own
communities for care, we will
need workers to care for them.”
Cathryn Guyler, Training
and Manpower specialist from
H.E.W., advised students to
“Take the PACE exam.
There’s less cutbacks at the
federal level. Get in somewhere
then apply (after your have a
job) for tne mid career level
training programs.”
Lester Glick, dean of the
graduate school of Social Work
at the University of Southern
Mississippi, after listening to
feedback, threw away his
prepared script. He asked the
educators “Ask yourselves
what is the context of the
future of social work educa
tion? What are the critical
components of this education?
What is the target of social
work practice? Educators keep
declaring the validity of their
education. We have to be
a r t i c u l a t e a b o u t core
competencies. Credibility is
based on terminal behavior of
our graduates, not on their
titles.”

SPR IN G W EEKEND — “76” - Friday, M ay 7 - S atu rd ay, M ay 8
COME

-S u n d a y , M ay 9.
AND
HAVE
TH E
TIME
OF
YOUR
LIFE III

CONGRATULATIONS {
TO
ROSARY HILL'S
1976
GRADUATES j
.................................W W I W W W W W W W

May 7 — SEMI-FORMAL - W ic k D in in g R o o m 9:00 P.M. - 1.-00 A.M.
Live Music $5 couple $2.50

PICNIC SPRINGBROOK FIREMEN’S PARK —
SPRINGBROOK, NEW YORK — 12:00 N O O N - 12:00 MIDNIGHT.
May 9 GAMES - FRONT LA W N - 12:00 N O O N - 5:00 P.M.

May 8 -

RHC STUDENTS,
FACULTY,
STAFF
NO CHARGE — GUESTS - $5.00

Admission tickets will cover Saturday and Sunday events.

Gloom for Grad Students
(CPS) — Graduate school.
The name itself rings prestige
and upward mobility. Put a
Ph.D. behind your name, and
people will be clamoring for
your time and advice. A
peaceful life in the isolation of
academia awaits graduates of
graduate school.
Or did, until a few years ago
when graduate schools started
producing Ph.D.’s much faster
than the country needed or
wanted them. The college
boom of the sixties when
universities needed graduate
assistants for teaching and
research had faded by then
and the economy was closing
down on academic research.
The debate was on. Should
graduate schools continue to
turn out specialists who would
never find jobs in their fields
just for the intellectual purity
of the^ process? Or should
graduate schools take notice of
the real world and produce
only what the economy could
bear?
The pragmatists who think
graduate schools should be
relevant beyond the campus
boundaries are represented by
the N ational Board oh
Graduate Education which
recently published forecasts
for graduate students of this
decade. To be pessimistic, the
report says, as few as one in
ten Ph.D.’s will find work
teaching at colleges and
universities. That means that
nine out of ten will be “under
employed,” working in trucks,
factories and high schools.
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By 1980, one economist
predicted, there would be at
least two Ph.D.’s for every job
that is closely related to the
ed uc a tio n provided in.
graduate school. The growing
scarcity of jobs for people with
graduate degrees has borne
this out. For instance in 1968,
3.9 per cent of Ph.D recipients
in English were still jobless
when they got their degrees. In
1973, 21.5 per cent were un
employed when their degrees
were awarded.
The National Board, which
has been studying various
aspects of graduate education
for three years, urged univer
sities and students not to go to
graduate school because they
think the economic picture will
brighten in the next decade.
That unrealistic hope will only
result in “a wrenching and
extremely
dam aging
downward adjustment in the
19801s,” the Board concluded.
The Board prescribed big
doses of honest analysis for
graduate programs, especially
new and undistinguished
ones. They also suggested that
graduate schools recruit a new
clientele from older people who
already have jobs in the com
munity.
The Board suspected that
many faculty and adminis
trators of graduate schools
would not find their report
good reading and that they
would resist the “changing
emphasis in some graduate
programs” suggested by their
analysis.
Indeed, deans of 51 major

research universities dismiss
ed the idea of designing
graduate schools around the
manpower needs of the coun
try last November. In a report
issued by the Association of
Graduate Schools, the dean
claimed that such a shift in
emphasis from the purely
intellectual to the reality of the
economy would “violate our
tradition of individual choice
in a free society.” The individu
al student, the deans went on
to say, should be the “primary
determ inant of graduate
enrollment.”
The Graduate Association
report admitted that finding
jobs for doctorates would be
tough in the future and that
prospective graduate students
should realize the tough com
petition they would face even
with their degrees. But “those
who elect to pursue graduate
study nonetheless should be
welcomed for their dis
interested dedication rather
than denied the opportunity
for advanced study.’
The intellectual purisms
agreed that some changes in
graduate schools were in
evitable and in some cases
w e lc o m e . More “ n o n traditional students” with
different kinds of goals would
be entering graduate schools
and the deans agreed that new
programs would have to be
designed for them. But the
“adjustment process,” they
warned, has inherent
“dangers of overresponse, of
underemphasizing the things
that universities do best, and
of neglecting the long-range
contributions of scholarship.”

The CIA W ants You
(CPS) — “Unique oppor
tunities,” stated the ad in the
college newspaper, offering
“foreign travel, were now
available for seniors and
graduate students in any one
of almost 30 fields, both
technical and general.
Who made this enticing
offer? The company was “The
Company” — that is, the CIA.
The CIA is stepping up its
recruitment efforts on the
nation’s campuses. Coopera
tion with these efforts by
university administrators and
career placement officals is
rising. And student interest in
the nation’s most powerful
intelligence agency as a
prospective employer is also
increasing, according to CIA
officials in Washington DC
and Boston.
A recent conference spon
sored by the CIA on minority
hiring, held in Washington for
university career officials —
all expenses paid by the agen
cy — drew more than 60
participants from schools
throughout the country. The
university officials, though
expressing “some skepticism”
towards the agency, did not
raise the question of the CIA’s
illegal activity. A UCLA of
ficial saw “nothing wrong”
with the conference, and a
career official from the Univer
sity of Michigan said that the
conference participants “en
couraged the Cl A to come back
Jo the campuses.”
A CIA summer intern pro
gram for foreign studies nas
been drawing an increasingly
popular response in recent
years. When the program
started in 1967, there were five
participants. Now there are 45.
with more than one thousand
inquiries every year. Program
participants, about half of
which end up as permanent
CIA employes, come from a
wide range of majors and
colleges, including such
prestigious schools as Har
vard, Yale and the University
of Chicago.
The current tight economy is
one factor which makes the
CIA i n v i t i n g to m a n y
students. Where else can an
expert in such a specialized
subject as Asian languages
find a job these days? PhD’s
have grown especially inter
ested in CIA employment,
according to Bob Ginn,
Associate Director of Career
Placement and Off-Campus
Learning at Harvard, because

e

“the CIA is one of the few
places hiring in research.”
The recent publicity sur
rounding the CIA’s activities
actually helps its recruiting
efforts, added Ginn, because
“it makes kids think about the
agency.”
Protest by students against
CIA recruitment on campus is
just now beginning to crop up
at some schools. At the San
Diego campus of the Univer
sity of California, students
protesting CIA recruitment
jostled and spat upon Univer
sity president David Saxon. At
UCLA, a story in the student
newspaper, the Daily Bruin,
on the CIA’s affirmative ac
tion conference prompted loud
arid angry demonstrations.
Protests against “university
complicity” with the agency
were also ,staged at Berkeley
an d th e U n iv e r s it y of
Michigan at Ann Arbor.
The student critics stress
that the CIA has violated
democratic rights wherever
they have conducted activi
ties, and that the campaign to
hire minority students is part
of an effort to “exercise domi
nion over the colonial and
under developed world.”
But many students, besides
eyeing the CIA for a job,
support its right to be on
campus, according to career
placement officials at several
colleges. At Harvard, a student
who challenged the relation
ship between the university
and the CIA was immediately
countered by five students
defending the agency’s right to
Be there.
Career placement officials
also support the right of the
CIA to recruit on campus, and
the right of students to inquire
about CIA employment.
To throw the CIA off cam
pus, as protesting students
demand, is “an insult to the
free choice of students,” accor
ding to John Munschauer,
director of the Career Center at
Cornell University. “It’s cerisorship,” he added.
Even the CIA’s publiclyknown illegal activities, accor
ding to Ginn at Harvard,
should not deny someone the
right to seek employment
there. “Do you stop someone
from being a White House
fellow because the President
might have committed illegal
acts?”

Student Sex Soured Hoover
(CPS) — Sex is the latest
addition to the list of student
activities that former FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover tried
to stamp out.

MWffcW MÛT-CPS

Information uncovered by
the Senate Intelligence Com
mittee recently revealed that
Hoover authorized FBI agents
to forge letters from parents to
protest “free love” at the Un
iversity of Texas.

Hoover, angered by a news
report describing students’ sex
lives at the Texas school,
approved letters forged on
locally obtained stationery
that would protest such
goingsron at a state supported
school. The letters were sent to
regents as well as state
senators* pretending to be
from irate parents who were
considering sending their
children to the University of
Texas.
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At Th e M ovies:‘All the President’s Men’
Transcends It’s Topical Story
by

DARRYL

DAVID

“All the President’s Men” is
a crackerjack detective movie.
The Watergate coverup is the
candy-coated com. The ex
ploits of Washington Post
reporters Bob Woodward and
Carl Bernstein, as glamouriz
ed by Robert Redford and
Dustin Hoffman, is the far
more satisfying surprise.
The newspapery plot is too
familiar to recapitulate here.
Moreover, the plot is the
weakest matter of the movie.
Watergate has become trite.
None of the film’s banality,
however, is a fault of the
William Goldman screenplay,
which is based on the
Woodward-Bemstein book. In
verity, Goldman’s script often
transcends its topical story.
“All the Prsident’s Men” is not
merely about Watergate. It is
the struggle of two honest,
resolute men trying to buck the
bull and uncloak the cabal. It
has little to do with supporting

AMATO

a particular political party and
much to do with exposing
corrupt people.
‘President’s Men’ is truly a
funny, intense, sometimes
mysterious sleuth story. It
opens with the Watergate
break-in, but the main course
of th e movie conce rns
Woodward and Bernstein’s
searing search for the ocular or
aural proof of conspiracy and
coverup. The chase is comlicated by false appearances,
idden realities, silenced
tongues an d m endacious
mouths.
Goldman’s script is univer
sal enough. Alan J. Pakula’s
direction is swift enough.
David Shire’s music sufficient
ly underscores the suspense,
particularly in the dark, secret,
garage meetings between
Woodward and Deep Throat, a
cryptic, nam eless source
(played by Hal Holbrook).

Bearable
‘Bad News Bears’
“The Bad News Bears,” Bill
L a n c a s t e r ’s
original
screenstory about children’s
baseball, is, in its own, lowkeyed style, a pun on
Am erican sportsm anship.
‘Bears’ proffers two inter
pretations of the game: as a
viable vehicle in which to
release pent up aggressions;
and as a vicious instrument in
which to wield revenge. ‘Bears’
can simultaneously glorify
and condemn the game. The
little leaguers are foulmouthed
fighters. America’s national
pastime is seen much less as a
sport than as a belligerent,
contact game of reprisal. But
one coach tries to build his
players’ self-confidence on the
field and to foster a feeling of
comradeship. “A win is a team
win and a loss is a team loss,”
the coach insists.
Walter Matthau* forever
with the deceptive crust

around his essentially gentle,
caring spirit, plays a thirdrate, retired ball player who
cleans pools now. He is illegal
ly paid to coach the North
Valley Bears, a motley bunch
of would-be little leaguers?
Matthau, initially adverse to
handling the weedy team,
quickly grooms and dis
ciplines the boys after their
first, heart-rending loss of the
season. He even drafts a fast,
female p it c h e r (Tatum
0 ‘Neal)^ The 11-year old girl
gives up her lucrative highway
business (selling maps of the
stars’ homes) just to boost the
fumbling, bad news Bears.
Matthau is fine, contorting
his countenance, guzzling his
pot boilers and martinies and
whiffing his tiny cigars. Miss
O'Neal is crisp and curt with
her lines* but does nothing as
spectacular as her “Paper
Moon” performance. However,
any criticism of O'Neal’s role
is more properly a comment on
the writer and not the actress.
-The lively, divers group of
co-star kias - is the main,
charismatic highlight of this
light comedy. The antics of
these talented, no-name boys
make ‘Bears’ a cute, bearable
spring flick.

Tatum O’N eal

Matthau, O’Neal, et al. get
plenteous help from behind the
camera. Director Michael
Ritchie must be complimented
for masterfully controlling the
young performers. John A.
Alonzo, director 'of the
photography, keeps the
cameras intimate during the
tense, bosom ball games. Alon
zo never resorts to the stock,
aerial view of the ball field. He
sticks to close shots that cap
ture the dust, dirt and little
faces of elation or frustration.
The viewer can’t help but be
drawn into the sweat, pain and
final awkward triumph of these
falselyjudged bom losers.
D. Amato

Jack Warden, Martin Balsam
and Jason Robards, in meaty
P ost editor roles, shout,
wisecrack and worry beautiful
lyRedford successfully sub
dues his superstardoom. He is
credible as a hard-working
investigative reporter and not
merely as an entertaining
screen personality. Dustin
Hoffman, always a character
actor, has all his lines and
screen business perfectly tim
ed. Most humorous is Hoff
man’s compulsive cigarette
smoking and his scribbled
note t a k i n g on empty
matchbooks, * toilet paper,
paper napkins and anything
else that will sustain a ball
point pen.
“All the President’s Men”
gets down m a lot of instances.
Gordon Willis, the photo
grapher director who enhanc
ed the thematic statements of
“The Godfather” and “God
father II” with his contrast of
shadow and light, does the
same for ‘President’s Men.’

lllk- ^ÏÈÊÊéD ustin H offm an and Robert Redford

The glaring lights of the
newspaper offices (representa
tions fo truth and honesty)
are a foil for the murky
shadows of the Washington
streets, the Watergate offices
and the homes of members of
the Committee to Re-Elect the
President (symbols of lies and
deception).

One sarcastic scene pictures
Nixon reciting his January
1973 inaugural address on TV
while Woodward and Berns
tein are typing the story that
will incrim inate all the
President’s men, none of
whom will be able to put back
together again the crumbled
pieces of America’s faith in
that infamous Administra
tion.

Hitchcock’s F u n n y‘Family Plot’
“Family Plot” is the com
plete transformation of Alfred
Hitchcock. The director who
WAS so inextricably syn
onymous with suspense, even
horror (i.e. “Psycho,” “The
Birds”) has acceded to comedy,
even downright slapstick. This
conversion to comedy is a
transformation which is not
necessarily a transgression.'
This metamorphosis brewed in
Hitchcock’s last movie “Fren
zy,” which was funny, witty,
congenial and only minimally
suspenseful. In “Family Plot,”
the comedy is seasoned (to the
credit of scenarist Ernest
Lehman) and the suspense is
abandoned.
There are some fleetingly
exciting moments. The open
ing scene, wherein a psychic
reading appears authentic, is
intriguing. So is John
Williams’ 4nusic. There are
some titillating “close calls”
involving a brakeless car and
loaded guns and needles. The
laughable lines, however, are
high-powered and sustained.
The ‘Family’ plot is no more
original than a “Cannon”
script. “Family Plot” is essen:
tiaily a detective story. A
bogus medium (Barbara
Harris) is offered $10,000 if she
can produce the name and
address of an old lady’s long
lost, illegitimate "son. The
spiritualist, with lots of leg
work from her cab driver-boy
friend (Bruce Dem), discovers
that the son (William Devane)
is a jewel thief.
F o r th e f i r s t t i m e , *
^Hitchcock’s style takes a
backseat to his stars. Harris
and Dem are luminous as the
bickerous, would-be spies.

She’s homy and he’s horrified.
Dem is always clearing his
throat when posing as an
investigative lawyer. Harris is
ravenous. “Make me another
hamburger,” she asks her
lover, seconds before they
must meet a murderous infor
m a n t at a backwoods

restaurant.
Karen Black advances some
good facial contortions. As the
thiefs confidant, she grows
skeptical and frightful when
the harmless diamond heists
lead to attempted homicide.
D. Amato
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El Ed Students Met at Utica
Conference and Broke from
the National Organization
“Buffalo is starting a new
teachers union, NYEA it’s call
ed, and Josh McCullogh is the
Western New York regional
director,” says Maria Lopriore,
regional director of NY SEE.
“What’s going on in teachers
unions is getting to be very
important. At the March 26-28
conference we in NYSEE, (a
fully student organization
aimed at improving students
education and informing us
about what goes on in teachers
unions) decided to disaffiliate
from NEA and go with N.Y.

S t a t e U n ite d Tea che rs
(NYSUT). We broke away from
tne national organization
NEA.”
“I have to go to Albany in
June for the last old board
meeting of NYSEE. The new
president of NYSEE is Rosary
Hill student Sue Bedient.
M ari a, a sen ior from
Jamestown described the con
ference schedule last March as
“meetings from 9 a.m. until 10
p.m. with breaks for dinner.”

The Ascent Wishes You
Happy,
/

Fun-Filled
Summer

Hey Everyone!
Rosary Hill has a

Eatljskdkr
|

with beer and music
and even a mug club!
Come and join in the FUN
NEW HOURS
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
S U N .-TH U R S.
7:30 p.m. — 1 a.m.
HOURS:
F R I.& S A T .
7:30 p.m. — 2 a.m.

FRANKLY SPEAKING... by phil frank

Rosary H ill
can teach jo u
som ething
youm ayhave
never thought you
could
team .
The subject
is leadership
The course
is Army
ROTC. The
entire cur
riculum is
exciting, challenging, and
flexible. So flexible that, if
qualified, you can enter at
any time during your first
two years on campus.
Through practical
experience, you will learn
how to lead. The acquired
discipline of mind and spirit

and the ability
to perform under
pressure are
important. The
people who
demonstrate
these qualities
are the people we want to
become Army officers. .
As an Army officer,
you will not only have to
manage people but money
and materials as well. To
make more important plan
ning decisions than most
young executives.

At Rosary H ill, you can learn what it takes to lead.

CALL: Jim McNicholas 883-7000 Ext. 234
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^Poet s^Page
IF roads were not blocked to begin with
IF distance had not kept us apart
IF time had let us find each other
. . . at the same fork in the path
IF bonds were not so formidable
IF love was strong enough to last
IF 1 were in your arms each night
.. . love would not have come to pass
BUT each IF was a seas hell
that time turned into stone.
They tripped me on the highway
.. . and left me all alone.

Give Love Another Chance
Wipe that tear off your cheek,
I know it’s hard; you feel weak
Better days are on the way,
And some one else will be there
To hear the words you had to say.
Only this time — yes, this time,
With your heart, one will not play,
And all of yesterday’s sorrow
Will be behind you tomorrow. ..
Filling you with happiness of today.
by D ennis W. M orley

by Clara Schillaci

When A t Last In The Calm
A creature of night
Wrapped me in a fear and
devoured me whole
And now, I ’ll not taste the
Peace of dawn, nor the cotton candy mist
That hugs the morning earth.
But the storm winds
Can blow forth the daylight
Where I ’ll bask in a warm sunny sleep
A t last, no longer drenched in this
Belly of darkness
I ’ll lie in the cairn, at last.

FOR NEPENTHE I TRAVEL
for Rosie — a dear person
I ’m sailing, drifting, waning with the tide,
Searching the horizon on this never ending ride.
Nepenthe will I find thee, conquest of my life,
Lift this weary burden, ease this ceaseless strife.
I ’ve climbed the greatest summits,„< walked
amongst the stars,
Now it’s ail confounded, shadowed by these bars.
Oh! vagabond of glory, rid me of thy spite.
Free my aching sorrows, watcher of the night.

Watching you, I see you ever
changing, like a movie picture
of faces projected upon your
own. Flickering quickly: 16 frames
per second. Different moods,
coming up surfacing and sinking
down again into oblivion.
P a t M urty

Chastise thee another tis many thats abound,
Gabriel awaken, bless thee with thy sound.
Unlock these chains of anguish, from thy soul
from here,
Show these eyes a rainbow, fill this heart with .
cheer.
,
Quench this fiery thirst of mine with waters of the
rain.
Break these bonds of yesteryear relieve me from
this strain.

I am a mirror
I can only reflect your images
I am a cloth
Washed, drying in the sun,
Wary from use.
Press my thoughts
Till wine flows,
I am dull when dried by the sun
I shine in the rain.
P a t M urty

And let this life begin anew and profit from this
earth,
Bring joy to one poor lonely soul, let me share thy
mirth.
Robertm ichael; A ttica 76

Cathy Tobia

As Graduation nears. . .
The days have now passed
Never to return
We have now arrived at our future
Where each of us must turn
We may not go back
There’s now a lock on the gate
We may not do the things we’ve forgotten
For it is now — too late
This is our destiny
Where we each must decide our own way
Then — after good-byes have been given
There is nothing more to say
Tears brim in our eyes
As we remember times together
We hold each other close
Then fade from each other
There’s a new world ahead
We must learn to forget the old
But please — keep warm the memories
Never let them grow cold.
Take my hand
Hold it, just once more
Wish me luck for the very last time
And then, close the door
We have now reached the place
Where the road always will bend
As we go upon our seperate ways
We know — we may never meet again
I t’s the end of our old life
The only one we’ve ever known
Yet — it’s the beginning of the new
Which we each must now face — Alone
D enise M. Siuda

I got up this morning
And was going to cry. . .
It rained instead.
I went to turn on a light,
It was too late.~. .
The sun came up.
You said you love me;
I decided to give you a chance. . .
Some one else already has you.
by D ennis W. M orley

The Tassel
The first September
nervous tours, new books
numbers memorized, debut o f names
all pressing during the first o f three more
blue-skies, leafy Septembers
The last May reflections o f the scholarly battle fo r balance between
reason and emotion now, trees bloom and beauty/
peeks and the campus lawn does green
before
surging nostalgias trespass the heart
and tassesl are pushed from
right
to

left
daryl smith

Wrap It Up
. . . And start once again
with painful uncertainty
Questioning spectrum-like viewi
(you’re all jumbled-up in
these multiplied hues.)
Overlapped answers were
once aligned straightly
No one had warned you,
you’d be this confused.
You came as the branchy
unwillingly tossled
A nd cool boundless air
was your teacher
Swept in a whirlwind
you swing to new rhythms
And now comes your moment
of truth. . . .
So you wrap it all up
in a package of fortitude,
(Days are your sundrops
of youth)
With a dream as your catalyst
growth is your game
To seek is your pride,
to yield — your shame
And now — in rebirth
you leaf —
You’re a spectacle.
Blossom —
and drink up the world!
Cathy Tobia

